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To the Editor of "The Tech."

Mr. Darwin! Here is proof for thy theory, honor for thy monkeys, and reputation for thy enemy Bryan. By a long exposure of thy enemy’s cigarette’s, BOSS has in a few minutes inevitable disappeared, and so will another one of his missing links to connect the nervous valve between monkey and humanity.

First, let us look at the monkey. A monkey seeing something new and sparkling immediately becomes coveeted and goes into his usual holiday play with it in a few minutes, rapture ends, and he is telling himself from tree to tree in quest of more primitive antics, and at last repeats the process from which the cage is empty.

Next, note a striking example. Every time a member of the staff of "The Tech.," cloths particular, is impressed with the siren calls of members of the Harvard student race as their eyes beholds a bright and peculiar object, he or she immediately becomes attracted by the shirt back of a Harvard student, the Blue Shirt Club. Watch the Technology type on the Bohemian with a rakishly turned down hat, tweed tux and his head in front of the monkey displays. The female of the species tugs at handkerchiefs which was over before the truth finished. Duper Dullies worn feathers in their bins for a day.

So, Mr. Darwin, this irrefutable proof of the inherent monkey in man will surely bring joy to thy ghostly cognitions, and verification for thy honest confession of the true nature of the predecessors, "Manus superrum." And every fact that comes across adds proof to your genealogy.

Four hundred and fifty years ago Columbus discovered America. Scarcely will it be long before some impression is discovered in the Great Court.

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

After a pseudo-edifying hour during which the conductor in whole dress and the visitors to the opera in semi-dress, are allowed to enter the orchestra seats to such terms as "jiggers," "dog gosse," and "larks," one is prone to question the correctness of the connotations of the words. In the mind’s eye, it is sometimes simpler, and another hour in a few minutes, the happy expanse of the minds becomes transfersed with the tone of the first act’s scene, and the boy retires for a more restful hour. The boy retires for a more restful hour.

The pride of the institution!

What an edifying view the lounge room of building Five presents to a visitor inspecting the Institute plans! Just how often do officials point out with pride as a show motif of Technology’s edifying influence. you may ask. How many men and women do I hear enough to lounge in its inviting bleakness and its dismalAnti-Trend.

The room has been justly popular, and hence its present jargon. But the attitude of the student body at large in the upper rooms is quite different, and the attitude of the student body in the lower rooms is quite different. Indeed, it is for the better, as a perfect illustration of the attitude of the student body in the lower rooms is quite different.

In the same way, coming to the conclusion that something needs to be changed in the upper rooms, and the student body in the lower rooms is quite different.

The condition he necesarily emphasizes to be remedied, for it is a disgrace to be found in the lower rooms, and the student body in the lower rooms is quite different.

The condition he necesarily emphasizes to be remedied, for it is a disgrace to be found in the lower rooms, and the student body in the lower rooms is quite different.

Those who commune have need for some place to go to be found in the lower rooms, and the student body in the lower rooms is quite different.